Just above the Arctic Circle lays Jokkmokk.
A beautiful destination in Swedish Lapland to spend your vacation. The forest covered in snow,
the glassy lakes, the Midnight Sun during summer and the Northern Lights during winter are
just a few of wonderful opportunities to enjoy during your vacation.

Drive your own reindeer sled – 2 hours
Program;
After a beautiful tour by car (about 1 ½ hour) through the white snowy
forest you come to Solberget, close to Nattavaara.
It is here your guide will meet you and where you are able to experience
something special. You are going to steer your own sled, and in front of
that a cute and fluffy reindeer.
Once you have received a short instruction how to handle your magical
reindeer and sled, you will make a beautiful tour through the forest. The
trees are most likely covered under a layer of thick snow, which makes it
a magical landscape. Totally relaxing, the silence, taking in the fresh air.
Follow the slow movements of the reindeer and maybe you even dream
a little bit how Santa would feel if he would be sitting on your sled.
Off course you have time to make pictures in the coral and during the
tour.

Facts;
To be booked at least 1 day in advance
Winter season;
11th of Jan. - 15th. Of April
Start program;
As agreed in advance
Price: 900 SEK per person
Min. 2 persons
Duration program; 2 hours
Incl.;
Instruction how to drive the sled
Location;
Close by Nattavaara
Not included;
Transportation is not included but can be
arranged for additional fee
Note;
Please make sure you are on time at the
meeting point
Do not forget to wear warm clothes
during winter!
Kindly check your travel insurance if
these kinds of activities are included

***After booking this tour we will provide you with instructions how to
get there.
Booking through;
Jokkmokk Arctic Dream / 076-2433646
info@jokkmokkarcticdream.se
Payment;
Cash or card, cash is preferable

Highlights;
Exclusive experience in Jokkmokk
Beautiful tour to location
Relax and enjoy the magical white
forest
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